CODESOFT
CODESOFT is an enterprise-level barcode label design application offering unmatched flexibility, power, and support.
Available in print engine, standalone, and network configurations, CODESOFT is designed to meet all of your business
needs. Whether your goal is managing assets and resources, controlling distribution channels and stock levels, tracking
documents, or managing data records, CODESOFT provides a solution for your organization’s most advanced labeling
needs.
TEKLYNX Subscription Licensing is available for CODESOFT and is a cost-effective option that keeps your label design
process running.

CODESOFT Features
Fit to Frame

Label Comparison Tool

PortWatch

Database Queries

Pocket Printing

Form Designer

Form Display

Form Viewer

TextArt Shape Interaction

25 Support Languages

Form Viewer

CODESOFT Changes and Grows with Your Business
What if we need to create more complex labels? CODESOFT is an advanced label design application that gives
you the ability to easily design a label, connect it to a database, or add complex barcodes such as HIBC or GS
Databar using CODESOFT’s intuitive interface.
What if our processes change? With CODESOFT’s flexibility, you can easily integrate label printing and RFID
technology into existing and new business processes, increasing both efficiency and control. Adding CODESOFT to
business processes and training new personnel is simple with its intelligent interface, helpful wizards, and simple
database connections.
What if we change printer manufacturers? CODESOFT supports over 2,500 industry-leading label printers and
nearly any other printer where a Windows driver exists. TEKLYNX drivers are developed directly with each printer
manufacturer to ensure true WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get), from onscreen design to the printed label.
What if our business grows? The expandability provided by other TEKLYNX enterprise applications enables
CODESOFT to smoothly integrate into any level of enterprise solution as your business grows to require automated
label printing, label approval, and secure label storage.
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